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Judaism is, and always has been, a
religion of love and justice. In order to
explain the use of two divine names in
the first chapters of Genesis, the early rabbis
put the following words into the mouth of
God: ‘If I create the world with my attribute of
loving kindness (God = Adonai), then many
people would take advantage of no punishment,
and the result will be chaos. However, if I
create with my attribute of strict justice (God =
Elohim), then who could rise to my standard:
The world could no longer endure.’ So God
compromised and created with both attributes.

Both the people of Israel and the land of Israel
have seen many conflicts during a long
history. There has also been a time for
reconciliation.

At the beginning of Genesis, the story of Cain
and Abel leads to the first recorded murder
since their conflict was not reconciled. The
conflict between Jacob and his brother Esau
ended in peace between them, as it did
between Joseph and his brothers at the end of
Genesis. According to rabbinic tradition, the
greatest Biblical reconciler was Aaron. The
rabbis notice that when Aaron dies, the text
states that all the house of Israel wept for him
(Num. 20:29), but when Moses died, it
excludes the word 'all' (Deut. 34:8). They
therefore argue that in one particular way
Aaron was greater and more appreciated than
his brother. This was as a man of peace. If he
found two people in conflict, he would first go
to one informing him the other was sorry but
lacked the courage to say so publicly. Then he
would say likewise with the other person. The
response was reconciliation. The saintly Rabbi
Hillel urged every person to 'be a disciple of
Aaron, loving peace and pursuing peace,
loving his fellows and bringing them near to
the Torah'. The rabbis also taught that when
Aaron died the angels also lamented in the
words: 'The Torah of truth was in his mouth,
and unrighteousness was not found in his lips.
He walked with Me in peace and uprightness,
and did turn many away from iniquity'. (Mal
2:6) Using Aaron as an example, the early
rabbis stated that 'in all attempts at
reconciliation, it should be pointed out that
error usually lies on both sides'.

One particular story in the Bible is about
conflict without reconciliation. The Book of
Esther, read on the festival of Purim, tells of
the hanging of the villain Haman together with
ten of his sons. (Est. 7:10). Yet there is,
according to the rabbis, a reconciliation, since
they argue that Haman's grandchildren became
converts to Judaism, with even some of the
Talmudic rabbis claiming descent from him.
This is perhaps a good example of what one
early rabbi meant when he asked 'who is a
hero?' and answered, 'he who turns an enemy
into a friend'. We already encounter in
Scriptures, for example, in Proverbs, 'do not
rejoice when your enemy falls' (24:17) and 'if
your enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat'
(25:21). The Talmud also gives similar teach-
ings when it says 'aid an enemy before you aid
a friend, to subdue hatred'. One rabbi, Hama b.
Hanina, put it this way: 'Even though your
enemy has risen up early to kill you, and he
comes hungry and thirsty to your house, give
him food and drink. Read not yeshallem (God
will reward or repay you) but yashlimennu
(God will make him at peace with you'.)

The locus classicus in rabbinic literature must
be on the passage based on Exodus 14:30, the
episode of the pursuing Egyptians drowning in
the Sea of Reeds. It says: When the Egyptian
army was drowning, the heavenly hosts broke
out in songs of jubilation. But the Holy One,
Praised be He, silenced them with the words:
'My creatures are perishing, and you sing
praises!' In the same spirit, a medieval rabbi
explained why a drop of wine is poured out of
the wine cup at the seder table at the mention
of each of the plagues that were inflicted on
the Egyptians. Israel's cup of joy he said,
cannot be full if Israel's triumph involves
suffering, even to its enemies. Our own lives
are diminished by the recollection of this
catastrophe, and we therefore express remorse
that the Egyptians had to suffer such a terrible
punishment so that we could enjoy freedom.

What about conflict with one person or a
group who perhaps, in your opinion, have
strayed from their religion? The following two
examples are again typical of the attitude of
many of the early rabbis.

There were some lawless men living in the
neighbourhood of Rabbi Meir, and they used
to vex him sorely. Once he prayed that they
should die. His wise wife, Beruria, (often
considered as the first female rabbi) exclaimed:
'What are you thinking of? Is it because it is
written, "let sinners cease out of the earth"? But
the text does not say hattaim, but hataim. Look
also at the end of the verse, "And let the wicked
be no more," that is when sins will cease, then
the wicked will be no more. Rather you should
pray that they repent and be no more wicked.'
Then Rabbi Meir offered prayer on their behalf,
and they repented.

The second example is concerned with the
neighbourhood of Rabbi Joshuah b. Levi
where there lived a heretic who caused him
problems, possibly by asking him constant
questions about the interpretations of the
Scriptures. Joshuah decided to take a cock and
tie it to the foot of his bed. He believed that at
one point in the day the comb of the cock goes
white, which is the same time when God is
wrathful against the wicked, who at that
moment can be cursed. He watched the comb
hour after hour, but there was no change.
Finally he fell asleep. On awaking he realised
it was not for him to curse another, as it is
written ' to punish is not good for the
righteous' (Prov. 17:26), after all God's tender
mercies are over all His works, and that
includes heretics.

Both examples illustrate that vengeance is not
for humans to administer, for he who takes
vengeance ultimately destroys his own house.
Leviticus 19:18 mentions both vengeance and
bearing a grudge. What is the difference? The
Midrash commenting on this verse answers: If
you refuse assistance to a neighbour because
he had been unkind to you, you are guilty of
revenge. If you grant him his request for aid
then remind him of his unkindness, you are
guilty of bearing a grudge.

The above represents the early rabbinic
attitude to conflict and reconciliation. Are the
sources helpful to Jews in the 20th century?
The obvious example to study is the Holocaust
and attitudes to Germans. For many Holocaust
survivors it is still too painful to talk about
reconciliation, yet for others it has already
taken place.

The saintly rabbi, Leo Baeck, became chief
spokesman for German Jewry when the Nazis
came to power. Although he was a Liberal
rabbi he was accepted by all Jewish groups. As
early as 1932 he told a disbelieving audience
that the thousand year history of the Jews in
Germany had come to an end: Das Endc des
deutschen Judentums ist gekommen - the end
of German Jewry has arrived. He had close
contacts with the Gestapo and other Nazi
agencies. Finally it was his turn to be sent to a
concentration camp, Theresienstadt, near
Prague. Two years later the Russians liberated
the camp and offered the survivors to take
revenge on the German guards. Baeck forbade
it. Even the Obersturmfuhrer, Karl Rahm, was
allowed to leave the camp on a bicycle, with
not even a stone thrown at him.

Another German-born Jew who fled to
Holland as a young girl and who died in a
camp wrote words in her now world famous
diary which have a very positive message: 'In
spite of everything I still believe that people
are really good at heart'. She also wrote: 'I
don't think of all the misery, but of all the
beauty that still remains'.

In more recent years there have been a number
of survivors and descendants of perpetrators
coming together in a spirit of reconciliation.
One example is Samson Munn, the son of
survivors meeting with Dirk Kuh, the son of a
high ranking Nazi. Since 1992 they have
reflected on the impact of the Holocaust on
their lives, how it has affected them and how
their parents experiences were communicated
to them. One of their encounters was
documented in the BBC documentary 'Children
of the Third Reich' which has been televised
world-wide.

Another area of conflict has been the
relationship between Jews in Israel and their
Arab neighbours. Decades of war, fear and
mistrust have made dialogue and reconciliation
seem very remote. Yet, even in difficult times
individuals from both communities have met
in fellowship. Under the last government of
Israel, the conflict was softened by parties on
both sides wishing to make changes which
would foster a new relationship based on trust
and hope. Both Jews and Arabs are Semites
and share much in the areas of belief and
culture. Jews and Palestinians also have far
more in common than they have which divides
them. When full reconciliation comes to the
region there will be far more winners than
losers. No one should pretend that the going
will be easy, but if there is goodwill on both
sides the atmosphere will gradually change for
the better.

The word 'peace' is virtually the same in
Hebrew (shalom) and Arabic (saalam). As
Albert Einstein once pointed out: Peace cannot
be kept by force. It can only be achieved by
understanding.                         

